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1. Introduction. Let " [0, 1]X R+--->R and 0" [0, 1]--R+ be two
fixed mappings, and consider the following variational problem with
a control variable ’[0, 1]z--.R+

Maximize fl fl u(s, t, x(s,

( ) subject to

fl x(s, t)ds<__(t) for all t e [0, 1].

(R+ designates the nonnegative orthant of R.)
We can easily give this problem a lot of economic interpretations.

For example, x(s, t) can be interpreted as an allocation of various re-
sources mong agents s e [0, 1] over time-interval [0, 1]. The available
quantities of these resources at each time t e T are represented by (t).
Then (.) is a 2ormal expression of the problem to maximize the sum
of utilities of all agents over time subject to the resource-constraint.
(Cf. Maruyama [10] for a related problem.)

In this paper, we are going to establish a set of sufficient condi-
tions which assures the existence of an optimal solution for this kind
of variational problem. Several new results on infinite dimensional
Ljapunov measures and the integration theory of correspondences
(= multivalued mappings) will also be presented as indispensable pre-
parations or our main purpose.

Arkin-Levin [1] examined a similar problem and I am very much
indebted to them for various ideas.

2. Abstract integrals of correspondences. Throughout this sec-
tion, /2 stands for a compact Hausdorff space, and for Banach
spaces, and C(9, ) for the set of all the continuous mappings f 9--..
C(O, ) is a Banach space whose topology is defined by the sup-norm:

Ilfll=sup

We designate by _(, ) the space of all the bounded linear op-
erators on into . Let
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